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Research question and hypothesis

What are the MT errors for translations from

English into Kazakh?

The majority of errors in MT output could be of a

linguistic nature, due to the linguistic differences

between English and Kazakh, as well as the lack

of language resources for Kazakh.



Differences between Kazakh and English

Natural gender languageGenderless language

Less complex morphologyMorphologically rich

Definite and indefinite articlesNo articles

SVO order of wordsSOV order or words

Analytical languageAgglutinative

EnglishKazakh



A translation error is defined as some non-equivalence

between the source text (ST) and the target text (TT) or the

TT’s inadequacy.

(Hansen, 2010)
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A translation error is defined as some non-equivalence

between the source text (ST) and the target text (TT) or the

TT’s inadequacy.

(Koponen, 2010)

A translation error is a ‘semantic component not shared by

source text and target text’.

(Hansen, 2010)

A translation error is some non-equivalence between the ST and TT
and/or linguistically bad-formed TT that causes difficulties of
understanding.



A type of error identified:

A missing word

Example (1) is taken from the subtitles for the American film Home Alone.

English Subtitle: No, we put the dog in the kennel.

Expert Translation:

Kazakh: Joq, biz it-ti köşettik-ke ornalastyr-diq

Gloss: No, we dog-ACC kennel-DAT put-1PL

Open Subtitles Translation:

Kazakh: Janwar-lar pana-sı-na qaldır-ayıq

Gloss: Animal-PL kennel-3SG.POSS-DAT leave-PRES.PTCP



Types of errors identified:

A morphological error, a foreign word

Example (1) is taken from the subtitles for the American film Home Alone.

English Subtitle: No, we put the dog in the kennel.

Expert Translation:

Kazakh: Joq, biz it-ti köşettik-ke ornalastyr-diq

Gloss: No, we dog-ACC kennel-DAT put-1PL

Google Translate Output:

Kazakh: Joq, biz it-ter-di pïtomnïk-ke ornalastır-dıq

Gloss: No, we dog-PL-ACC kennel-DAT put-1PL



Types of errors identified:

A missing word, an extra word, a lexical error

Example (2) is taken from the subtitles for the American film Home Alone.

English Subtitle: The dope was whining about a suitcase

Expert Translation:

Kazakh: Aqımaq şabadan-ı                      jöninde qıŋsıla-dı. 

Gloss: The dope    suitcase-3SG.POSS about whine-PST-3SG

Open Subtitles Translation:

Kazakh: Endi söz şabadan jaylı bol-atın.

Gloss: Now word suitcase about be-PRES.PTCP



Types of errors identified:

A lexical error, foreign words

Example (2) is taken from the subtitles for the American film Home Alone.

English Subtitle: The dope was whining about a suitcase

Expert Translation:

Kazakh: Aqımaq şabadan-ı jöninde qıŋsıla-dı.

Gloss: The dope         suitcase-3SG.POSS about whine-PST-3SG

Google Translate Output:

Kazakh: Bul        prïdwrok skwlïl arqasında çemodan.

Gloss: This       dope                  whine        thanks to suitcase 



Conclusion

1. Google Translate sometimes produced incorrect

output when translating subtitles from English

into Kazakh;

2. The most frequent errors were of a lexical and

morphological nature;

3. An additional error type was the use of foreign

words.



Conclusion

1. The subtitles from the Open Subtitles database

also had some errors.

2. The analysis identified some accuracy errors in

them:

1. adding a word that was not in the source

segment;

2. omitting a word that was included in the source

segment, but not translated.
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